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SkyRC Ultimate Duo D400 AC/DC Charger
The charger supports power splitting, which means that the circuit power on channel one can be 300 watts and channel two can be 100
watts, giving a total power of 400 watts. Note that the maximum power of channel two is 200 W, and channel one is 400 W. 
 
 
Synchronization mode
Synchronization mode allows you to use the same settings for both channels,  based on channel one, which significantly saves time in
setting up the charger. 
 
 

DC power supply
The SkyRC Ultimate Duo 400W can be used to power devices that require alternating current (DC). The charger provides 150 watts of
power on channel two, converting standard 100-240V AC from a wall outlet to 6-15V DC. 
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Control from a PC
The  user  has  the  ability  to  monitor  the  voltage  of  packs,  individual  cells  and  many  other  functions  to  which  I  have  a  graphical  view,
thanks to a dedicated application from SkyRC.
 
Included:
D400 charger
Charging cable x2
Cable with XT60 tip terminated with bananas x2
Power cable
XH adapter x2
User manual
	Prodcuent
	SkyRC
	Model
	SK-100123-02
	Weight 
	2510 g
	Max. Charge 
	4000 W
	Max. Discharge 
	2 x 36 W
	Current consumption per port max. 
	500 mA / cell
	Battery voltage
	PB 2-24 V
	Pulsed charging current 
	50-300 mA & OFF
	LiPo/LiFe/Lilon/LiHV number of cells charged 
	1-7 S
	NiMH/NiCd number of charged cells 
	1-18 S

Price:

Before: € 182.0031

Now: € 169.00

RC models, Charging, Chargers, 230V + 12V
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